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Transformers Xose M. López-Fernández 2012-06-27 Recent catastrophic blackouts have exposed major vulnerabilities in the
existing generation, transmission, and distribution systems of transformers widely used for energy transfer,
measurement, protection, and signal coupling. As a result, the reliability of the entire power system is now uncertain,
and many blame severe underinvestment, aging technology, and a conservative approach to innovation. Composed of
contributions from noted industry experts around the world, Transformers: Analysis, Design, and Measurement offers
invaluable information to help designers and users overcome these and other challenges associated with the design,
construction, application, and analysis of transformers. This book is divided into three sections to address
contemporary economic, design, diagnostic, and maintenance aspects associated with power, instrument, and high-frequency
transformers. Topics covered include: Design considerations Capability to withstand short circuits Insulation problems
Stray losses, screening, and local excessive heating hazard Shell type and superconducting transformers Links between
design and maintenance Component-related diagnostics and reliability Economics of life-cycle cost, design review, and
risk-management methods Parameter measurement and prediction This book is an essential tool for understanding and
implementing solutions that will ensure improvements in the development, maintenance, and life-cycle management of
optimized transformers. This will lead to enhanced safety and reliability and lower costs for the electrical supply.
Illustrating the need for close cooperation between users and manufacturers of transformers, this book outlines ways to
achieve many crucial power objectives. Among these, the authors focus on the growing demand for transformer
miniaturization, increased transmitted power density, and use of advanced materials to meet the requirements of power
materials running under higher operational frequencies. Suggesting ways to redirect resources and exploit new
technologies—such as computational modeling software—this book presents relatively inexpensive, simple, ready-toimplement strategies to advance transformers, improve power system integrity, reduce environmental impact, and much
more.
Introduction to Computer Science Using Python Charles Dierbach 2012-11-30 Introduction to Computer Science Using
Python: A Computational Problem-Solving Focus,recommended by Guido van Rossum, the creator of Python (“This is not your
average Python book…I think this book is a great text for anyone teaching CS1”). With a focus on computational problem
solving from Chapter 1, this text provides numerous hands-on exercises and examples, each chapter ending with a
significant-size program demonstrating the step-by-step process of program development, testing, and debugging. A final
chapter includes the history of computing, starting with Charles Babbage, containing over 65 historical images. An endof-book Python 3 Programmers’ Reference is also included for quick lookup of Python details. Extensive instructor
materials are provided for those adopting for classroom use, including an instructors’ manual, over 1,000 well-developed
slides covering all fundamental topics of each chapter, source code, and test bank.
Manager Selection Scott D. Steward 2013-12
Understanding Social Media Larissa Hjorth 2019-09-23 Exploring questions of both exploitation and empowerment,
Understanding Social Media provides a critical conceptual toolbox for navigating the evolution and practices of social
media. Taking an interdisciplinary and intercultural approach, it explores the key themes and concepts, going beyond
specific platforms to show you how to place social media more critically within the changing media landscape. Updated
throughout, the Second Edition of this bestselling text includes new and expanded discussions of: Qualitative and
quantitative approaches to researching social media Datafication and algorithmic cultures Surveillance, privacy and
intimacy The rise of apps and platforms, and how they shape our experiences Sharing economies and social media publics
The increasing importance of visual economies AR, VR and social media play Death and digital legacy Tying theory to the
real world with a range of contemporary case studies throughout, it is essential reading for students and researchers of
social media, digital media, digital culture, and the creative and cultural industries.
Health planning reports subject index United States. Health Resources Administration 1979
Is Landscape... ? Gareth Doherty 2015-10-08 Is Landscape . . . ? surveys multiple and myriad definitions of landscape.
Rather than seeking a singular or essential understanding of the term, the collection postulates that landscape might be
better read in relation to its cognate terms across expanded disciplinary and professional fields. The publication
pursues the potential of multiple provisional working definitions of landscape to both disturb and develop received
understandings of landscape architecture. These definitions distinguish between landscape as representational medium,
academic discipline, and professional identity. Beginning with an inquiry into the origins of the term itself, Is
Landscape . . . .? features essays by a dozen leading voices shaping the contemporary reading of landscape as
architecture and beyond.
Leading Change in Multiple Contexts Gill Robinson Hickman 2009-07-15 The first book to bring together both leadership
and change theories, concepts, and processes, Leading Change in Multiple Contexts uses a consistent framework and the
latest research to help readers understand and apply the concepts and practices of leading change. Key Features Brings
together leadership and change concepts and practices in five distinct contexts—organizational, community, political,
social change, and global Draws from a wide range of classic and recent scholarship from multiple disciplines Includes
the perspectives of change and leadership experts Offers real-life vignettes that provide examples of leading change in
every context Provides readers with application and reflection exercises that allow them to apply leadership and change
concepts to their experiences Leading Change in Multiple Contexts is designed for undergraduate and graduate courses in
Change Management, Leadership, Organizational Behavior, Organizational Development, and Leadership and Change offered in
departments of business, education, communication, and public administration, as well as programs focusing on
leadership, public policy, community activism, and social change.
Mining of Massive Datasets Jure Leskovec 2014-11-13 Now in its second edition, this book focuses on practical
algorithms for mining data from even the largest datasets.

Mathematics for Computer Science Eric Lehman 2017-03-08 This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer
science and engineering. It emphasizes mathematical definitions and proofs as well as applicable methods. Topics include
formal logic notation, proof methods; induction, well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary graph theory; integer
congruences; asymptotic notation and growth of functions; permutations and combinations, counting principles; discrete
probability. Further selected topics may also be covered, such as recursive definition and structural induction; state
machines and invariants; recurrences; generating functions.
Understanding Machine Learning Shai Shalev-Shwartz 2014-05-19 Introduces machine learning and its algorithmic
paradigms, explaining the principles behind automated learning approaches and the considerations underlying their usage.
Artificial Intelligence in Asset Management Söhnke M. Bartram 2020-08-28 Artificial intelligence (AI) has grown in
presence in asset management and has revolutionized the sector in many ways. It has improved portfolio management,
trading, and risk management practices by increasing efficiency, accuracy, and compliance. In particular, AI techniques
help construct portfolios based on more accurate risk and return forecasts and more complex constraints. Trading
algorithms use AI to devise novel trading signals and execute trades with lower transaction costs. AI also improves risk
modeling and forecasting by generating insights from new data sources. Finally, robo-advisors owe a large part of their
success to AI techniques. Yet the use of AI can also create new risks and challenges, such as those resulting from model
opacity, complexity, and reliance on data integrity.
Engineering a Compiler Keith Cooper 2011-01-18 This entirely revised second edition of Engineering a Compiler is full
of technical updates and new material covering the latest developments in compiler technology. In this comprehensive
text you will learn important techniques for constructing a modern compiler. Leading educators and researchers Keith
Cooper and Linda Torczon combine basic principles with pragmatic insights from their experience building state-of-theart compilers. They will help you fully understand important techniques such as compilation of imperative and objectoriented languages, construction of static single assignment forms, instruction scheduling, and graph-coloring register
allocation. In-depth treatment of algorithms and techniques used in the front end of a modern compiler Focus on code
optimization and code generation, the primary areas of recent research and development Improvements in presentation
including conceptual overviews for each chapter, summaries and review questions for sections, and prominent placement of
definitions for new terms Examples drawn from several different programming languages
Entrepreneurship and Business Management Ralph Borsella 2016-05-31 Globalization has fueled the growth of
entrepreneurship. Starting a new venture involves risk taking as well as capital investment. This book delves into all
the varied aspects of entrepreneurship. The impact of economic policies, finances, opportunity and capacity are some of
the topics covered in this text. It will prove beneficial to students, scholars, professionals, aspiring entrepreneurs,
etc.
Academic Literacy Development Laura-Mihaela Muresan 2021-03-11 This edited book brings together an international cast
of contributors to examine how academic literacy is learned and mastered in different tertiary education settings around
the world. Bringing to the fore the value of qualitative enquiry through ethnographic methods, the authors illustrate indepth descriptions of genre knowledge and academic literacy development in first and second language writing. All of the
data presented in the chapters are original, as well as innovative in the field in terms of content and scope, and
thought-provoking regarding theoretical, methodological and educational approaches. The contributions are also
representative of both novice and advanced academic writing experiences, providing further insights into different
stages of academic literacy development throughout the career-span of a researcher. Set against the backdrop of
internationalisation trends in Higher Education and the pressure on multilingual academics to publish their research
outcomes in English, this volume will be of use to academics and practitioners interested in the fields of Languages for
Academic Purposes, Applied Linguistics, Literacy Skills, Genre Analysis and Acquisition and Language Education.
Health Planning Reports: Subject index. 4 v United States. Health Resources Administration 1978
Tep Vol 26-N4 Teacher Education and Practice 2014-03-18 Teacher Education and Practice, a peer-refereed journal, is
dedicated to the encouragement and the dissemination of research and scholarship related to professional education. The
journal is concerned, in the broadest sense, with teacher preparation, practice and policy issues related to the
teaching profession, as well as being concerned with learning in the school setting. The journal also serves as a forum
for the exchange of diverse ideas and points of view within these purposes. As a forum, the journal offers a public
space in which to critically examine current discourse and practice as well as engage in generative dialogue.
Alternative forms of inquiry and representation are invited, and authors from a variety of backgrounds and diverse
perspectives are encouraged to contribute. Teacher Education & Practice is published by Rowman & Littlefield.
Qualitative Organizational Research Gillian Symon 2012-03-26 Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here
This comprehensive text brings together in one volume both consideration of the core methods available for undertaking
qualitative data collection and analysis, and discussion of common challenges faced by all researchers in conducting
qualitative research. Qualitative Organizational Research: Core Methods and Common Challenges contains 27 chapters, each
written by an expert in the area. The first part of the volume considers common challenges in the design and execution
of qualitative research, examining key contemporary debates in each area as well as providing practical advice for those
undertaking organizational research. The second part of the volume looks at contemporary uses of core qualitative
methods in organizational research, outlining each method and illustrating practical application through empirical
examples. Written by internationally renowned experts in qualitative research methods, this text is an accessible and
essential resource for students and researchers in the areas of organization studies, business and management research,
and organizational psychology. Key features: • Coverage of all the key topics in qualitative research • Chapters written
by experts drawing on their personal experiences of using methods • Introductory chapters outlining the context for
qualitative research and the philosophies which underpin it Gillian Symon is Reader in Organizational Psychology at
Birkbeck, University of London. Catherine Cassell is Professor of Organizational Psychology at Manchester Business
School.
The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers Johnny Saldana 2012-10-04 The Second Edition of Johnny Saldaña's
international bestseller provides an in-depth guide to the multiple approaches available for coding qualitative data.
Fully up to date, it includes new chapters, more coding techniques and an additional glossary. Clear, practical and
authoritative, the book: -describes how coding initiates qualitative data analysis -demonstrates the writing of analytic
memos -discusses available analytic software -suggests how best to use The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers for
particular studies. In total, 32 coding methods are profiled that can be applied to a range of research genres from
grounded theory to phenomenology to narrative inquiry. For each approach, Saldaña discusses the method's origins, a
description of the method, practical applications, and a clearly illustrated example with analytic follow-up. A unique
and invaluable reference for students, teachers, and practitioners of qualitative inquiry, this book is essential
reading across the social sciences.
SOFSEM 2012: Theory and Practice of Computer Science Mária Bieliková 2012-01-09 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 38th Conference on Current Trends in Theory and Practice of Computer Science, SOFSEM 2012, held in
Špindlerův Mlýn, Czech Republic, in January 2012. The 43 revised papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed

and selected from 121 submissions. The book also contains 11 invited talks, 10 of which are in full-paper length. The
contributions are organized in topical sections named: foundations of computer science; software and Web engineering;
cryptography, security, and verification; and artificial intelligence.
ACCA Paper F6 - Tax FA2011 Practice and revision kit BPP Learning Media 2012-01-01 Our F6 Practice and Revision Kit is
the only kit reviewed by the examiner. The key to passing paper F6 is to practise as many exam standard questions as
possible and this Kit allows you to do just this. Questions are grouped into topic areas so that you can easily identify
those that cover particular areas. Our detailed solutions provide top tips, advice on how to approach the question or
advice on gaining easy marks. There is also a reference so that you know where the topics concerned are covered in the
study text. Where a question is a past exam question we reproduce any relevant examiner comments for you to read.
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, Third Edition Clifford A. Shaffer 2012-07-26 Comprehensive treatment
focuses on creation of efficient data structures and algorithms and selection or design of data structure best suited to
specific problems. This edition uses C++ as the programming language.
Special Needs Education South Africa. Department of Education 2001
Computer Graphics James D. Foley 1996 A guide to the concepts and applications of computer graphics covers such topics
as interaction techniques, dialogue design, and user interface software.
Official SAT Study Guide 2020 Edition The College Board 2019-05-07 Review every skill and question type needed for SAT
success - with eight total practice tests. The Official SAT Study Guide includes eight official SAT(R) practice tests all of them created by the test maker. As part of the College Board's commitment to transparency, all practice tests are
available on the College Board's website, but The Official SAT Study Guide is the only place to find them in print along
with over 250 pages of additional instruction, guidance, and test information. With guidance and practice problems that
reflect the most recent information, this edition takes the best-selling SAT guide and makes it even more relevant and
useful. Be ready for the SAT with strategies and up-to-date information straight from the exam writers. The Official SAT
Study Guide will help students get ready for the SAT with: - 8 official SAT practice tests, written in the exact same
process and by the same team of authors as the actual exam - detailed descriptions of the math and evidenced based
reading and writing sections - targeted practice questions for each SAT question type - seamless integration with
Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy. Note: The optional SAT Essay is discontinued for weekend SAT.
Introduction to Educational Research W. Newton Suter 2011-10-11 "Introduction to Educational Research: A Critical
Thinking Approach 2e is an engaging and informative core text that enables students to think clearly and critically
about the scientific process of research. In acheiving its goal to make research accessible to all educators and equip
them with the skills to understand and evaluate published research, the text examines how educational research is
conducted across the major traditions of quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, and action research. The text is
oriented toward consumers of educational research and uses a thinking-skills approach to its coverage of major ideas"-Running Behavioral Studies With Human Participants Frank E. Ritter 2013 Running Behavioral Experiments With Human
Participants: A Practical Guide, by Frank E. Ritter, Jong W. Kim, Jonathan H. Morgan, and Richard A. Carlson, provides a
concrete, practical roadmap for the implementation of experiments and controlled observation using human participants.
Ideal for those with little or no practical experience in research methodology, the text covers both conceptual and
practical issues that are critical to implementing an experiment. The book is organized to follow a standard process in
experiment-based research, covering such issues as potential ethical problems, risks to validity, experimental setup,
running a study, and concluding a study.
Information Theory, Inference and Learning Algorithms David J. C. MacKay 2003-09-25 Table of contents
Law of Delict J. Neethling 1994
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in Java, Third Edition Clifford A. Shaffer 2012-09-06 Comprehensive treatment
focuses on creation of efficient data structures and algorithms and selection or design of data structure best suited to
specific problems. This edition uses Java as the programming language.
Applied Thematic Analysis Greg Guest 2011-11-09 This book provides step-by-step instructions on how to analyze text
generated from in-depth interviews and focus groups, relating predominantly to applied qualitative studies. The book
covers all aspects of the qualitative data analysis process, employing a phenomenological approach which has a primary
aim of describing the experiences and perceptions of research participants. Similar to Grounded Theory, the authors'
approach is inductive, content-driven, and searches for themes within textual data.
Early Childhood Practice Tina Bruce 2012-04-20 Nursery World Awards 2012 winner! This stimulating book brings together
contributions from distinguished practitioners, who demonstrate how they have used educational methods advocated by
Froebel in contemporary settings. Stressing the importance of outdoor play, they explore the Froebelian principles of: Play - Learning through firsthand experience - Parent partnership and community in early childhood - Practitioners
supporting children's interests and learning - Finger rhymes and action songs - Movement - The garden and forests Wooden blockplay - Use of clay, paint, junk modelling, construction kits The book emphasises how learning and the
application of knowledge become possible through play. It contrasts the Froebel approach with the methods such as
Montessori, Steiner and recent approaches to play such as post-Modern 'playfulness'. This book is relevant to
undergraduate and postgraduate students of Early Childhood Education, as well as students following QTS and EYPS, PGCE,
CPD and BEd courses. Tina Bruce CBE is an Honorary Visiting Professor in Early Childhood at the University of
Roehampton.
Assessing and Responding to the Growth of Computer Science Undergraduate Enrollments National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine 2018-04-28 The field of computer science (CS) is currently experiencing a surge in
undergraduate degree production and course enrollments, which is straining program resources at many institutions and
causing concern among faculty and administrators about how best to respond to the rapidly growing demand. There is also
significant interest about what this growth will mean for the future of CS programs, the role of computer science in
academic institutions, the field as a whole, and U.S. society more broadly. Assessing and Responding to the Growth of
Computer Science Undergraduate Enrollments seeks to provide a better understanding of the current trends in computing
enrollments in the context of past trends. It examines drivers of the current enrollment surge, relationships between
the surge and current and potential gains in diversity in the field, and the potential impacts of responses to the
increased demand for computing in higher education, and it considers the likely effects of those responses on students,
faculty, and institutions. This report provides recommendations for what institutions of higher education, government
agencies, and the private sector can do to respond to the surge and plan for a strong and sustainable future for the
field of CS in general, the health of the institutions of higher education, and the prosperity of the nation.
Essentials of Computational Chemistry Christopher J. Cramer 2013-04-29 Essentials of Computational Chemistry provides a
balanced introduction to this dynamic subject. Suitable for both experimentalists and theorists, a wide range of samples
and applications are included drawn from all key areas. The book carefully leads the reader thorough the necessary
equations providing information explanations and reasoning where necessary and firmly placing each equation in context.
Linear Models in Statistics Alvin C. Rencher 2008-01-18 The essential introduction to the theory and application of
linear models—now in a valuable new edition Since most advanced statistical tools are generalizations of the linear

model, it is neces-sary to first master the linear model in order to move forward to more advanced concepts. The linear
model remains the main tool of the applied statistician and is central to the training of any statistician regardless of
whether the focus is applied or theoretical. This completely revised and updated new edition successfully develops the
basic theory of linear models for regression, analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, and linear mixed models.
Recent advances in the methodology related to linear mixed models, generalized linear models, and the Bayesian linear
model are also addressed. Linear Models in Statistics, Second Edition includes full coverage of advanced topics, such as
mixed and generalized linear models, Bayesian linear models, two-way models with empty cells, geometry of least squares,
vector-matrix calculus, simultaneous inference, and logistic and nonlinear regression. Algebraic, geometrical,
frequentist, and Bayesian approaches to both the inference of linear models and the analysis of variance are also
illustrated. Through the expansion of relevant material and the inclusion of the latest technological developments in
the field, this book provides readers with the theoretical foundation to correctly interpret computer software output as
well as effectively use, customize, and understand linear models. This modern Second Edition features: New chapters on
Bayesian linear models as well as random and mixed linear models Expanded discussion of two-way models with empty cells
Additional sections on the geometry of least squares Updated coverage of simultaneous inference The book is complemented
with easy-to-read proofs, real data sets, and an extensive bibliography. A thorough review of the requisite matrix
algebra has been addedfor transitional purposes, and numerous theoretical and applied problems have been incorporated
with selected answers provided at the end of the book. A related Web site includes additional data sets and SAS® code
for all numerical examples. Linear Model in Statistics, Second Edition is a must-have book for courses in statistics,
biostatistics, and mathematics at the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It is also an invaluable reference for
researchers who need to gain a better understanding of regression and analysis of variance.
Computer Age Statistical Inference Bradley Efron 2016-07-20 Take an exhilarating journey through the modern revolution
in statistics with two of the ringleaders.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing:
“Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting and
its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask
family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to
parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate
scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions.
In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since
studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse
control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react when their peers
tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw
on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy
ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show
him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you everything you need to know about the latest literature on
parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.
The Managed Heart Arlie Russell Hochschild 2012-03-31 In private life, we try to induce or suppress love, envy, and
anger through deep acting or "emotion work," just as we manage our outer expressions of feeling through surface acting.
In trying to bridge a gap between what we feel and what we "ought" to feel, we take guidance from "feeling rules" about
what is owing to others in a given situation. Based on our private mutual understandings of feeling rules, we make a
"gift exchange" of acts of emotion management. We bow to each other not simply from the waist, but from the heart. But
what occurs when emotion work, feeling rules, and the gift of exchange are introduced into the public world of work? In
search of the answer, Arlie Russell Hochschild closely examines two groups of public-contact workers: flight attendants
and bill collectors. The flight attendant’s job is to deliver a service and create further demand for it, to enhance the
status of the customer and be "nicer than natural." The bill collector’s job is to collect on the service, and if
necessary, to deflate the status of the customer by being "nastier than natural." Between these extremes, roughly onethird of American men and one-half of American women hold jobs that call for substantial emotional labor. In many of
these jobs, they are trained to accept feeling rules and techniques of emotion management that serve the company’s
commercial purpose. Just as we have seldom recognized or understood emotional labor, we have not appreciated its cost to
those who do it for a living. Like a physical laborer who becomes estranged from what he or she makes, an emotional
laborer, such as a flight attendant, can become estranged not only from her own expressions of feeling (her smile is not
"her" smile), but also from what she actually feels (her managed friendliness). This estrangement, though a valuable
defense against stress, is also an important occupational hazard, because it is through our feelings that we are
connected with those around us. On the basis of this book, Hochschild was featured in Key Sociological Thinkers, edited
by Rob Stones. This book was also the winner of the Charles Cooley Award in 1983, awarded by the American Sociological
Association and received an honorable mention for the C. Wright Mills Award.
Analyzing Qualitative Data Graham R Gibbs 2018-09-03 This book offers students and researchers a hands-on guide to the
practicalities of coding, comparing data, and using computer-assisted qualitative data analysis.
Introduction to Modern Cryptography Jonathan Katz 2020-12-21 Now the most used texbook for introductory cryptography
courses in both mathematics and computer science, the Third Edition builds upon previous editions by offering several
new sections, topics, and exercises. The authors present the core principles of modern cryptography, with emphasis on
formal definitions, rigorous proofs of security.
Collecting Qualitative Data Greg Guest 2012-06-29 Providing a practical and step-by-step guide to collecting and and
managing qualitative data, this book focuses on the three most often used forms of qualitative methods: participant
observation, in-depth interviews, and focus groups. Designed to be very applied, this textbook includes many checklists
and tips for how to use each technique while doing research. It also includes numerous real-life examples and cases so
that the reader will benefit from seeing the broader picture. Collecting Qualitative Data: A Field Manual is intended
both for beginning researchers and the more experienced research collector.
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